
  
Master Warrant Officer Wayne Flieler, CD 

 

MWO Flieler was recruited in Kingston, ON and signed the line on 5 Sep 1989. 

Started Basic training in Cornwallis NS a couple weeks later. After leaving this fine 

establishment, he was off to Kingston for some serious P.O.E.T Training that would last 

until April 1990, where he was sent to Borden, ON to be trained as a FCS Tech. After 

completion of his QL3, he was off to Calgary AB, posted to the first and the finest, 1 

PPCLI, where he spent 6 years. In that time, he finished his 4’s package, QL5 and his 

Combat Leadership Course. 

  

    In 1997 he was promoted to MCpl and sent to Petawawa with Recce Sqn RCD for a 4 year 

stint. While in Petawawa he did 2 tours to Bosnia with 3 RCR with a short trip to Macedonia 

during his second tour. He was posted to Kingston immediately upon return of his second tour 

to CFJSR. In the 4 ½ years with the Sigs, he filled multiple roles in Maintenance Troop from IC 

Ancil to Tp WO for 3 months. In 2006 he was promoted to Sgt and sent to the RCEME School 

in Borden as the IC for Electrical Sect but was quickly moved to IC of the LAV Cell where he 

stayed for the remainder of his time. After successfully managing “to not lose  

or break” any LAV’s, he was promoted to WO in 2010 and sent to the ALL  

Knowing center of the world, the NCR. There he became a LCMM with the  

TLAV fleet and was promoted to MWO in 2013. He spent those 7 years  

managing equipment and helping the TLAV team with multiple issues with  

the fleet and taking multiple courses to pad his resume…for what  

comes next. 

      

After more than 28 years of dedicated service to his country and  

Corps, MWO Flieler retired from the military as of 15 Jan 2018 and will  

be remaining in the Ottawa area with his wonderful Bride Donna and  

their boys Zachary and Caleb 

 
 
 
 



 
 

We will gather in the cafeteria for a recognition of his career at 1100 hrs on the 4th floor 

of the Richelieu Bldg, 975 St Joseph, Gatineau and a retirement luncheon will be held at the 

Mills Street Pub Ottawa at 555 Wellington St, Ottawa, ON K1R 1C5 on 23 Feb 18 @ 1300 

hrs. Parking is available and free for customers. Please confirm your attendance and / or send 

congratulatory messages and anecdotes by 19 Feb 2018 to WO Patrick Morin @ 

Patrick.Morin@forces.gc.ca 
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